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AbSTrAcT
Despite the fact that most seismic activity occurs along plate boundaries, large earthquakes do occur 
within the plates and result in significant human and economic losses. unlike seismicity along the 
plate boundaries, this intraplate seismicity is distributed unevenly, is generally rare, and often poorly 
understood. For example, the most seismically active region in eastern canada is located in a stable 
continental region within the North American plate. While it has a relatively low rate of earthquake 
activity, this largely urban region has experienced six earthquakes of approximately magnitude six 
since 1663, with large earthquakes concentrated in regions of crustal weakness. montréal, located in 
the seismically active region of the western Quebec seismic zone, is one the largest and most populated 
cities in the eastern canada. here we present the results of a high-performance computing application 
for ground motion simulations for montréal. The simulations are performed based on the pipelining 
implementation of the Eqhaz program suite. These high-resolution scenario shakemaps produces esti-
mates of ground shaking that are not tied to particular scenario earthquakes, but are probabilistic in 
nature, and that can be combined with exposure values to estimate most likely risk and loss scenarios. 
These results can be used not only to estimate potential losses but to mitigate against risks and losses 
due to large events through better estimation of stability and damage and the directed implementation 
of earthquake resistant construction standards.
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1 INTrODucTION
In recent years, technological advances have resulted in an avalanche of data from a wide 
range of areas, including remote sensing satellites, the health care industry, and internet and 
financial network data. Although the increasing number of datasets presents a significant 
challenge to the acquisition and analysis of that data, most definitions of these growing data 
sets emphasize the difficulties associated with their large volumes [1–4]. In addition, 
user-generated data are increasing that volume at previously unforeseen rates because, as 
noted in the harvard business review, “each of us is now a walking data generator” [5]. 
Today, this phenomenon is designated as ‘big data’. however, it is important to note that big 
data is not only about large volumes. complications such as the requirement for real-time 
processing, specific end-user requirements, and the structure of big data, require innovative 
methodologies for its procurement, transmission, analysis and conservation [6].

u.S. Department of Energy (DOE) described this new era of data-intensive computing in 
two recent report [7, 8]. however, for publicly-funded science to provide relevant and credible 
results and information to industry and policy makers, it is necessary to understand the con-
straints on the use of that data and to identify those factors and opportunities that improve data 
usability. Data usability is best characterized in terms of its likely usage and requires interac-
tion between the producers and users of that data [9]. In that capacity, big data, whether 
collected via satellite or generated in large computer simulations, is critical to modern studies 
of natural and anthropogenic hazards. These studies range from forecasting, monitoring, and 
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response to high wind and tornadoes, floods, tsunamis, landslides, and earthquakes, to the 
modeling and data assimilation of the challenges associated with long-term climate change. 
Applications include disaster risk planning, urban planning, disaster response, and mitigation.

In this paper, we present a new big data set for earthquake risk and mitigation in the form 
of ground motion predictions at high spatial resolution for large events in a large urban set-
ting. In Section 2 we present a high-performance computing technique for rapid generation 
of very large data sets in near real-time. Section 3 details the implementation of that method-
ology for producing high-resolution ground motions for scenario earthquakes. results are 
provided in Section 4 and Section 5 summarized the conclusions from this work.

2 hIgh PErFOrmANcE STrEAmINg PrOcESSINg
big data analytics problems generally are classified as either stream-processing or batch-pro-
cessing. In batch-processing applications, big data are stored and then analysis is performed 
separately, generally at a later time (e.g. process billing by credit card companies). This is most 
applicable in those cases in which data generation is constrained, such as when a model is too 
computationally-intensive model to be run on demand. This type of batch processing benefits 
from parallelism and is structured such that those steps which result in the greatest efficiencies 
occur in the early stages. In addition, data providers are moving to cloud computing, a model 
where consumers perform computation on the same infrastructure that stores the data [6].

Streaming processing is most commonly applied when the data needs to be analyzed quickly 
because the results are needed in real-time or near real-time. It is most effective in those cases 
where data is available as a continuous stream from an online source and rapid processing is 
required (e.g. disaster evaluation and emergency response). As a result, it is most effective if 
the analysis is understood and pre-programmed prior to access. The continuous nature of the 
data stream and its inherent high velocity coupled with large volumes means that only a small 
amount of the data is stored in local memory. The analysis also is most effective if it is compu-
tationally inexpensive. Applications that require rapid results benefit the most from streaming 
processing, which again makes it particularly useful for near real-time hazard assessment [6].

The large volumes and a high delivery velocity of big data present a significant challenge 
when trying to respond quickly and effectively to natural catastrophes. real-time and near 
real-time products derived from a broad range of remote sensing images can provide impor-
tant and timely information to disaster response officials. In particular, seismic hazard and 
ground shaking maps have a wide variety of practical applications. They are widely used by 
policymakers to specify earthquake-resistant building codes, insurance companies to evaluate 
risk and set insurance rates, by civil engineers to ensure structural stability, and by emergency 
response agencies to evaluate hazard potential and coordinate response. In an increasingly 
competitive insurance market, companies are looking for better assessment of short-term 
variability around hazard and risk. better estimates of seismic hazard and ground-shaking 
will improve our ability to quantify the potential damage and outcomes from a large earth-
quake. In this work, we provide an example of how advanced streaming methods can automate 
the generation of those maps while improving their resolution, providing better estimates of 
risk and loss. In addition, estimation of ground-shaking in near real-time can inform effective 
and rapid deployment of hazard responders and other emergency response resources.

An advanced parallel computing platform, Ibm InfoSphere Streams (Streams) is designed 
for deployment across a scalable set of computing clusters, enabling continuous, rapid anal-
ysis of big data volumes with low latency [10]. InfoSphere Streams provides a runtime 
platform, toolkits and a programming model. Together these process the data as streams; 
processing procedures are implemented as operators and connected to form processing 
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pipelines. Stream Processing language (SPl) is the programming language for building 
applications in stream processing – a data-centric programming model. For each application, 
the applicable streams and operators and streams are assembled into a data-flow graph which 
defines the connections between the inputs (streaming data sources), operators (procedure), 
and outputs (data sinks) [11, 12].

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PShA) is the standard for estimating seismic hazard 
around the world [13–15]. Seismic hazard maps quantify the probability of exceeding a par-
ticular ground motion value at any given site for some specified time period. This hazard is 
estimated by combining the probability of exceedance for all possible events, at any distance 
and magnitude value as prescribed by the local and regional seismic history. The spatial res-
olution of these hazard or ground-shaking maps is a very important parameter. Details will be 
lost if the grid is too coarse, and potentially result in an underestimation of the maximum 
ground motion level value [16]. however, a finer grid requires significant computational 
resources, potentially resulting in significant delays in map generation. For example, for east-
ern canada, more than 6.5 trillion locations are required to generate a hazard map at a 
one-meter resolution [11]. Streams allows a complex problem such as this to be divided into 
smaller tasks (programs) that are pipelined and deployed on large computer clusters.

In this Streams application, parallel processing of individual PShA programs results in 
faster production of real-time seismic hazard maps at higher resolutions. The PShA pro-
grams employed here are based on the open-source Eqhaz software suite of [17]. Eqhaz 
consists of three programs. Synthetic earthquake catalogs based on user-specified seismicity 
parameters are generated using Eqhaz1. The resulting ground motions, hazard curves and 
motions at each location and for specified return periods are generated using Eqhaz2. The 
relative contributions of the different earthquake sources as a function of distance and mag-
nitude are de-aggregated using Eqhaz3. here, Eqhaz1 and Eqhaz2 source codes were linked 
into Streams as shared system object libraries [11]. This innovative computational technique 
for PShA mapping produces high-resolution maps of the probability of exceeding certain 
ground motion levels across eastern canada (Fig. 1) and can be used to produce near real-
time maps of ground shaking for damage response and estimation [11].

Figure 1: mean hazard map for eastern canada with a return period of 2475 years for pseudo 
-spectral acceleration at T = 0.1 sec period (modified from [11]). red lines demonstrate 
a spatial decomposition of map grid. Each red rectangle contains 100,000 points.
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3 hIgh-rESOluTION grOuND ShAKINg mAPS
While hazard maps, such as those in Fig. 1, are useful for regional hazard estimation, here we 
demonstrate the application of high-resolution mapping of ground shaking in dense urban 
areas for a series of scenario earthquakes. As a result, we have adapted this procedure to 
generate synthetic earthquake catalogs from the historical earthquake record. In this example, 
the procedure is applied to the city of montréal, in eastern canada. This synthetic catalog 
then is used to estimate the distribution of ground motions at a large number of sites using 
selected ground motion prediction equations (gmPEs) [18]. The resulting maps take into 
account uncertainties in earthquake location, size, and soil type.

We again use the open-source Eqhaz software suite of programs to generate the suite of 
monte carlo simulations [17]. The seismicity zoning and occurrence model used in this work 
as input for synthetic data generation are a composite model of thirty-nine Eastern canada 
zones provided by gSc [19–21]. This Streams gmPE application generates synthetic cata-
logs using the operator developed from the Eqhaz1 program and produces gmPEs based on 
the Eqhaz2 program operator.

One of the largest cities in eastern canada, montréal with a population of 1.65 million 
inhabitants [22] is the second most seismically vulnerable cities in canada after Vancouver 
[23]. The montréal area is in a zone of moderate seismic hazard, where a m5-6 earthquake 
occurs approximately every 25 years and an event of m > 6 has a recurrence period of 100 
years. A recent study performed by AIr Worldwide assessed the probability of a major earth-
quake in the montréal area and determined that there is a 5–15% chance of a moderate 
earthquake in the next 50 years [24]. In addition, the aftermath of the 1988 Saguenay earth-
quake demonstrated that the primary aggravating factor in montréal are site effects, i.e. the 
effect of local soil conditions on earth ground-motion / shaking (response) and damage 
patterns.

In eastern canada, earthquakes are believed to be caused primarily by a northeast-to-east 
oriented compressive stress field reactivating zones of crustal weakness. The charlevoix 
region of eastern canada is the site of five large earthquakes (m > 6) since 1663, the most 
recent in 1925. The offshore Atlantic margin, southeast of Newfoundland, experienced a 
magnitude 7.2 earthquake in 1929 [25].

because we are interested in all earthquake sources capable of producing damaging ground 
motions in montréal, we implement a probabilistic approach. In this region, individual faults 
are not identifiable, and as a result earthquake sources are described by areal regions in which 
earthquakes may occur anywhere. All possible sources are identified with the distribution of 
magnitudes and source-to-site distances associated with earthquakes from each source [26]. 
This model takes into consideration events in historically-active clusters and wandering large 
events along the rift model. Small-to-moderate events are characterized by the guten-
berg-richter relations for smaller zones [26]. Figure 2 shows the distribution of events in 
these seismic zones for eastern canada.

The simulation generates a synthetic seismic catalog of all events, m > 4.5, for a one-mil-
lion-year time period in eastern canada with ground motion estimates for the city of montréal 
on a grid with 2093 locations. The resolution of the analysis (2093 points) is limited by the 
resolution of the soil map used in this study [27]. Again, the simulation is performed using a 
monte carlo approach based on the open-source program suit Eqhaz and Ibm InfoSphere 
Streams platform, as detailed above [11, 18, 28]. The simulations are performed in three 
steps: (1) One million years of events are generated using the seismic

sources and rates of [26]; (2) ground motion estimates are generated from that catalog for 
each event in the synthetic catalog [31]; (3) ground motion values are corrected based on site 
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amplification factors [27, 29]. The gutenberg-richter relation for the complete catalog is 
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the largest anticipated event is approximately m7.5, as expected 
from the historic and paleoseismic record [30].

In the last step two steps, ground motion parameters are generated at each site of interest 
for every earthquake scenario in the catalog. gmPEs are the key input that drives the result-
ing ground motion maps, or ground-shaking scenarios. For this study, we employed the 
eastern canada gmPE solutions developed by [31]. Finally, the montréal soil map [28] was 
used to determine the correct site amplification coefficients. The final result is a synthetic 
catalog of ground motions at 2093 locations, each slightly less than 500 meters square, in the 
city of montréal.

4 rESulTS
The construction of the scenario shakemaps is performed over a regular grid covering the 

Island of montréal. Figure 4 shows the location of three individual events in the synthetic 
catalog, all of m~7.7.

At each grid point, the expected horizontal component ground motions for a given earth-
quake scenario are calculated for a reference site condition. Figure 5 presents the ground 
motions for each of the events in Fig. 4, before application of the amplification factors neces-
sary to modify the ground motions for the likely effects of local soil conditions at that point; 
i.e. after the second step described in Section 3, above. Note that the pattern of ground shak-
ing is dominated by both distance and direction from each event.

Figure 2: 10,000 year synthetic seismic catalog generated for eastern canada; one realization 
out of 100 sets used for the generation of a one-million-year catalog.
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Figure 6 again shows the same three events as seen in Fig. 4, and the estimated ground 
motions after soil amplification factors are applied to the shakemaps of Fig. 5. Figure 5, right, 
also shows the estimated ground motions after application of soil amplification factors. here 
the ground motion pattern changes significantly, reflecting the importance of soft soils in the 
seismic response of structures in montréal.

The maps shown in Fig. 6 are designed to provide emergency management personnel 
information on the distribution of strong ground shaking to facilitate an informed and effec-
tive emergency response in the event of a catastrophic earthquake. The data that are generated 
via these shakemaps can be used as inputs for the casualty and damage assessment routines 
for rapid earthquake loss estimation.

5 cONcluSIONS
While big data presents important challenges today in the field of hazards modelling and 

response, innovative technological advancements can provide cost-effective solutions. here 
we have presented a method for creating a synthetic catalog of seismic events for a dense city 
of two million people, montréal, much of which has not been seismically retrofitted. This 
catalog, generated using state-of-the-art, high-performance computing methodologies, con-
tains 150,635 events over a one-million-year time period. Each of these events then is 
converted into a ground shaking map, using gmPE equations and well-quantified soil ampli-
fication factors for the city, producing 308,860,665 high-resolution shake maps.

The resulting suite of ground shaking maps can be analyzed to provide both the recurrence 
rates for the most likely locations of strong ground motions on a high-resolution grid, produc-
ing maps of the probability of ground shaking, and even recurrence plots, for each location. 
These can be combined with insurance company exposure values to provide the probability 

Figure 3: gutenberg-richter relation, cumulatie number of events, for a one-million-year 
synthetic catalog of montréal.
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Figure 4: Three selected events (m~7.7) from the one-million-year synthetic catalog. Events 
locations are shown in red.
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Figure 5: ground shaking before soil amplification, in PgA (cm/sec2), for each of the three 
events from Fig. 4, in the same order as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: maps of ground shaking, in PgA (cm/sec2), for the three selected events from Figs. 
4 and 5, that incorporate site amplification effects.
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of specific loss values at individual locations. These same risk maps can be used to provide 
estimates of damage and human losses, to site and allocate resources, and emergency response 
planning. most importantly, here we provide a high-performance computing methodology to 
estimate risk from hazard that is flexible and can be implemented in regions where detailed 
fault information and deterministic simulations are not feasible.
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